Sixteen intermolecular vibrational levels of the S 0 state of the fluorobenzene-Ar van der Waals complex have been observed using dispersed fluorescence. The levels range up to ∼130 cm −1 in vibrational energy. The vibrational energies have been modelled using a complete set of harmonic and quartic anharmonic constants and a cubic anharmonic coupling between the stretch and long axis bend overtone that becomes near ubiquitous at higher energies. The constants predict the observed band positions with a root mean square deviation of 0.04 cm −1 . The set of vibrational levels predicted by the constants, which includes unobserved bands, has been compared with the predictions of ab initio calculations, which include all vibrational levels up to 70-75 cm −1 . There are small differences in energy, particularly above 60 cm −1 , however, the main differences are in the assignments and are largely due to the limitations of assigning the ab initio wavefunctions to a simple stretch, bend, or combination when the states are mixed by the cubic anharmonic coupling. The availability of these experimental data presents an opportunity to extend ab initio calculations to higher vibrational energies to provide an assessment of the accuracy of the calculated potential surface away from the minimum. The intermolecular modes of the fluorobenzene-Ar 2 trimer complex have also been investigated by dispersed fluorescence. The dominant structure is a pair of bands with a ∼35 cm −1 displacement from the origin band. Based on the set of vibrational modes calculated from the fluorobenzene-Ar frequencies, they are assigned to a Fermi resonance between the symmetric stretch and symmetric short axis bend overtone. The analysis of this resonance provides a measurement of the coupling strength between the stretch and short axis bend overtone in the dimer, an interaction that is not directly observed. The coupling matrix elements determined for the fluorobenzeneAr stretch-long axis bend overtone and stretch-short axis bend overtone couplings are remarkably similar (3.8 cm −1 cf. 3.2 cm −1 ). Several weak features seen in the fluorobenzene-Ar 2 spectrum have also been assigned.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Aromatic-rare gas van der Waals complexes have long been used as model systems for studying dispersion interactions. 1, 2 Ab initio calculations for these systems predict the potential energy surface and hence the geometry, dissociation energy, and intermolecular vibrational levels. The intermolecular vibrational levels are sensitive to the shape of the potential energy surface and comparing the predicted levels with those observed gives insight into the accuracy of the calculated surface. This is particularly the case as the energy rises and the surface is increasingly being sampled far from the minimum.
Primarily as a result of mass-resolved resonance enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) experiments, data are available concerning the van der Waals vibration fundamentals and bend overtones in the excited electronic S 1 states of many systems. There are limited data for higher lying overtones and combinations. A notable exception is the case of p-difluorobenzene-Ar where a number of S 1 vibrational levels have been observed up to ∼125 cm −1 (Ref. 3) . In cona) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: warren.lawrance@flinders.edu.au.
trast, there is a paucity of experimental data for ground electronic S 0 states. This is unfortunate given that ab initio calculations are expected to be more accurate for the ground electronic state. One of the most comprehensive studies of the S 0 intermolecular vibrations of aromatic-containing complexes is due to Maxton et al. 4 These authors used a stimulated Raman technique to probe the bend vibrations in a series of complexes involving aromatics clustered with rare gases, diatomics, and polyatomics. Their technique was primarily sensitive to bend/libration fundamentals and hence did not provide insight into stretch or overtone levels. High resolution coherent ion dip spectroscopy 5, 6 and ionisation detected stimulated Raman spectroscopy 7 have been used to observe ro-vibrational states of benzene-Ar with up to 130 cm Fluorobenzene-Ar (FB-Ar) has the distinction of being one of the few aromatic-rare gas van der Waals complexes for which there are high level ab initio calculations for both the S 0 and S 1 states. [8] [9] [10] We have recently reported a twodimensional laser induced fluorescence (2D-LIF) study of FB-Ar that provided insight into the S 0 intermolecular vibrational levels of the complex up to ∼65 cm −1 , just below the limit of the reported ab initio calculated energy levels.
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The 2D-LIF technique involves measuring a section of the dispersed fluorescence spectrum whilst scanning a laser over features of the absorption spectrum. 12, 13 The FB-Ar study illustrated the possibilities provided by dispersed fluorescence spectra for revealing the S 0 intermolecular vibrations.
In the present work we report the results of a dispersed fluorescence study of FB-Ar. Single photon imaging has been used to record short (∼80 cm −1 ) segments of the spectrum at each laser shot. The multiplex advantage this provides over conventional photomultiplier detection makes it possible to observe the weak transitions terminating in van der Waals vibrations in the ground electronic state. The spectra reveal transitions terminating in levels with up to ∼130 cm −1 of van der Waals mode energy. This is significantly above both our previous work and the limits of reported ab initio calculations. 8, 9, 11 FB-Ar was the subject of this study for several reasons. First, as noted above, the results of high level ab initio calculations have been reported for this complex [8] [9] [10] and the experimental data provide a test of their accuracy. Second, the ab initio calculations reveal a strong interaction between the stretch and long axis bend overtone that we observed at the stretch fundamental previously. 9 Bieske et al. have suggested that such an interaction should be ubiquitous in aromatic-rare gas complexes. 14 We wished to explore its manifestation in the spectra at higher energies. Third, Makarewicz noted that his calculated energy levels were far from harmonic and suggested that the usual spectroscopic approaches for characterising the states would be inappropriate. 9 This contrasts with the benzene-Ar situation, where the states were reported to display a regular pattern up to 130 cm −1 (Ref. 5). We wished to explore the extent to which standard spectroscopic approaches are able to rationalise the structure observed in the FB-Ar dispersed fluorescence spectra.
While FB-Ar is the primary focus of this work, we have also obtained dispersed fluorescence spectra for FB-Ar 2 and observed several van der Waals vibrations. The interest in this trimer complex derives from the formulae relating its vibrational frequencies and anharmonic coupling matrix elements to those of the FB-Ar dimer. 15 An analysis of the trimer spectrum provides both a test of these formula and an opportunity to extract otherwise unobserved dimer coupling strengths.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experimental setup is similar to that for our 2D-LIF experiment, which has been given in detail in previous publications. 11, 13 The salient features for the present experiments are as follows. The frequency doubled output of a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (coumarin 503 laser dye; 0.3 cm −1 doubled line width; 10 Hz repetition rate) is passed vertically through a stainless steel chamber containing the pulsed nozzle source, the vertical propagation matching the vertical entrance slit of the spectrometer. The laser beam intersects a horizontal supersonic free jet expansion of 1% FB in Ar at X/D ∼ 10. The laser pulse is fired at a delay time chosen to minimise the signal from higher order clusters, whose signature is a broad feature underlying the absorption region 16 that would contribute to the background in our fluorescence spectra. The fluorescence is dispersed using a home-built spectrometer with a dispersion of ∼5 cm −1 per mm in the wavelength region of the present experiments. The dispersed fluorescence is detected with a 25 mm diameter gated image intensifier with single photon detection sensitivity. The loss of sensitivity at the edges (due to the image intensifier vertical dimension no longer matching the slit height) leads to the effective width of the region viewed being ∼80-100 cm −1 . The image intensifier is gated to detect fluorescence in a time window immediately following the laser pulse to minimise scattered laser light. The image intensifier output at each laser shot is captured using a charge coupled device (CCD) camera. The CCD image is downloaded to a computer and analysed to identify and record the centre of each spot observed and a histogram of events at each camera pixel position is built up.
The process described above continues for a preset number of laser shots, producing a 80-100 cm −1 wide section of the dispersed fluorescence spectrum associated with the absorption feature excited at the chosen laser wavelength. To measure longer sections of the dispersed fluorescence spectrum, the spectrometer wavelength region being observed was adjusted by rotating the grating and the total spectrum pieced together from the resulting segments. The segments were overlapped to include common features. When merged, the segments were set to retain the same intensity in the common features. Because a section of dispersed fluorescence is collected at each laser shot, laser intensity changes do not affect the fidelity of the spectrum and there is excellent reproducibility in the relative intensity of features.
III. RESULTS
Figure 1(a) shows the FB-Ar 0 0 dispersed fluorescence spectrum in the low displacement region where transitions to S 0 van der Waals vibrations occur. 11 (FB levels and transitions are shown with no bar, FB-Ar transitions with a single bar, and FB-Ar 2 transitions with a double bar.) The spectrum shown is a composite of three separately acquired segments. The parent FB spectrum is well known 17 and there are no FB vibrations with low enough energy to contribute in the region displayed in Fig. 1 .
The intensities of the van der Waals bands are a few percent of the 0 0 0 band at best, and it is essential to distinguish the van der Waals vibrational features from experimental artefacts, particularly grating ghosts, which also occur in this region. A "spectrum" associated with scattered laser light was collected and is shown in Fig. 1(c) . It can be seen that several features in the 0 0 spectrum arise from grating ghosts. The grating ghost spectrum was used as an instrument response function and convoluted with a series of bands to generate a spectrum for comparison with the observed 0 0 spectrum. By non-linear least squares fitting the calculated and observed spectra, the van der Waals bands and their relative intensity have been determined. The fitted, calculated spectrum is shown in Fig. 1(b) and the bands extracted are listed in Table I . The match between the calculated and observed spectra is Table I ). (b) A simulated spectrum derived from the experimental data. This spectrum, convoluted with the grating ghost spectrum produced by the excitation laser, resulted in the best fit to the experimental data in the top panel. (c) The spectrum associated with scattered light at 37790.7 cm -1 showing the position and intensity of grating ghosts. The spectra shown in (a) and (c) were acquired in three segments. The spectra are displayed as displacement from the excitation position to show the vibrational wavenumber associated with the terminating S 0 levels. The spectrum was measured with a FWHM resolution of 1.6 cm -1 . excellent, with several features in the spectrum being well reproduced by the inclusion of grating ghosts in the fit.
The quality of the spectrum and the fit is very good and enables 12 bands to be securely identified up to 130 cm −1 . The fit reveals two areas where it is clear that a number of weak bands are contributing to broad features. In the region from 92 to 104 cm −1 there is a weak, broad feature that we have fitted to four bands, bringing the total number of bands extracted to 16. While the simulations with the four bands give a good fit to this region, this represents the minimum number required and there may be more weak bands also contributing. From 104 to 116 cm −1 we have omitted features for the purpose of the fit but a close examination of the spectrum suggests that there are at least 3-4 very weak transitions in this region. A dispersed fluorescence spectrum has also been recorded following excitation of the FB-Ar van der Waals stretch vibration in S 1 (i.e., the s 1 level). This is shown in Fig. 2 along with the 0 0 spectrum to show the alignment of S 0 levels. The spectrum clearly shows that the ground state level at 45.4 cm −1 has the most overlap with s 1 . On the face of it, this indicates that it is the s 1 level. However, as shown in our earlier report, the bend overtone and stretch fundamental are involved in a Fermi resonance in both the S 1 and S 0 states, which leads to the emitting and terminating levels each being mixtures of these two zero-order states. 11 The observation that the level assigned as s 1 overlaps strongly with the 45.4 cm −1 band in S 0 is more correctly expressed as indicating that the vibrational wavefunctions for "s 1 " and the 45.4 cm −1 band in S 0 are similar, leading to strong overlap. It is interesting to note that the two transitions to the stretch overtone region near 80-90 cm −1 have different relative intensities in emission from s 1 compared with 0 0 . This is discussed in Sec. IV A 2.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. van der Waals vibrational structure of S 0 FB-Ar
The vibrational structure associated with the intermolecular potential of a van der Waals complex provides important information about the shape of the potential energy surface. Consequently, ab initio studies have been undertaken to predict the vibrational structure for FB-Ar for the lower part of the potential well. 8, 9 However, prior to the present work only five vibrational levels had been reported for S 0 FB-Ar, giving limited data to test these predictions. 4, 11 This situation is a general one for these types of van der Waals complexes, primarily because of the comparative complexity of the TABLE I. The band positions and their relative intensities extracted from the fit to the dispersed fluorescence spectrum after excitation of the 0 0 0 transition of fluorobenzene-argon (see Fig. 1 ). The energy levels determined from previous experimental studies are included for comparison. Also displayed are the assignments of the features in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum and their calculated energies based on the spectroscopic constants listed in Table II d For states involved in the Fermi resonance, the assignment refers to the zero order state from which the molecular state is derived based on its position in the coupling matrix. The vibrations are better described as mixed states due to coupling between the long axis bend and stretch vibrations (see text). e Vibrational modes are the short axis bend, bs, the long axis bend, bl, and the stretch, s. f States are given in the form (υ short bend , υ long bend , υ stretch ). g Values calculated using the spectroscopic constants determined from this study, including anharmonic coupling (see Table II ). h For states involved in the Fermi resonances, this column shows the linear combination as determined by the eigenvectors of the coupling matrix.
multiple-laser experimental methods that have typically been used to observe these transitions.
The FB-Ar van der Waals complex has three intermolecular vibrational modes. These are the stretch, denoted by s, the long axis bend, bl, and the short axis bend, bs. The long axis bend is the bend in the C-F bond direction while the short axis bend is perpendicular to it. Maxton et al. provided a significant study of S 0 van der Waals vibrations in a series of aromatic-rare gas complexes, including FB-Ar (Ref. 4) . Their Raman technique is primarily sensitive to bend motions and for FB-Ar they observed the long and short axis bend fundamentals, which they reported as ν bl = 22.5 cm −1 and ν bs = 33.5 cm −1 . Using 2D-LIF we have previously reported observing these two fundamentals at ν bl = 22.3 cm −1 and ν bs = 33.6 cm −1 , along with their first overtones (2ν bl = 37.6 cm −1 and 2ν bs = 65.0 cm −1 ), and the stretch fundamental (ν s = 45.4 cm −1 ).
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Interestingly, while the long axis bend and the stretch fundamentals are symmetry allowed, the short axis bend is symmetry forbidden. Such behaviour has been observed previously and ascribed to various effects. Sussmann et al. reported that the equivalent mode in the closely related pdifluorobenzene-Ar system is active due to a Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling mechanism. 18 These authors went on to reassign the 34 cm −1 van der Waals absorption feature seen in the fluorobenzene-Ar REMPI spectrum to the short axis bend fundamental. 18 However, Maxton et al. describe an alternative mechanism by which the van der Waals vibrations can gain transition intensity. 4 In essence, they show that the libration (rocking) of the aromatic associated with bending motion can modulate the projection of the aromatic-localised transition dipole along the Eckart axes of the complex. In the case of FB-Ar, the rocking motion of FB associated with the short axis bend effectively projects the transition dipole, μ, which is in-plane and perpendicular to the C-F bond, onto the FB-Ar bond direction, thus producing the vibronic activity observed for the short axis bend. This mechanism can be considered within a Herzberg-Teller type expansion, where a (
here Q i represents a vibrational normal coordinate) describes the change in transition dipole with van der Waals vibration. For this reason it has the same symmetry requirements as the conventional Herzberg-Teller formula, and is experimentally indistinguishable in terms of the rotational band structure. Thus Sussmann's observations and Maxton's rationale are consistent. One feature of Maxton's mechanism is that the relative intensity of an induced transition is readily calculated. In the case of the FB-Ar short axis bend, the calculated relative intensity is 0.0044, remarkably consistent with the value of 0.0048 observed for bs 0 1 (see Table I ). Our earlier spectra revealed a strong Fermi resonance interaction between the stretch fundamental and two quanta of the long axis bend. Bieske et al. proposed that in aromaticrare gas complexes the stretch fundamental and bend overtones couple through a kinetic anharmonic mechanism and that this type of interaction should be a ubiquitous feature of such systems. 14 The ab initio vibrational wavefunctions reveal motions that are not simple stretching and bending but are mixtures of both, illustrating that coupling is present. 8, 9 Indeed, Makarewicz notes that this anharmonic coupling interaction qualitatively explains the nature of the calculated vibrational wavefunctions, 9 however, he argues that a quantitative interpretation using this approach is inappropriate.
It rapidly becomes apparent when attempting to assign the spectrum (Fig. 1 ) that a full spectroscopic modelling is required, where the anharmonicity of the states and the stretch-bend Fermi resonance are included. The rationalisation of molecular spectra in terms of interactions between zero-order states has a long and successful history and, while we acknowledge Makarewicz's comments, 9 it provides a natural starting point for interpreting the van der Waals intermolecular vibrational spectra observed. Since there are only three intermolecular modes, with two of them involved in a Fermi resonance interaction many of the states observed are affected. Moreover, determining a set of spectroscopic constants that accurately predict the observed band positions enables a complete set of vibrational states to be predicted within a chosen energy range for comparison with that determined by ab initio methods.
Determining the spectroscopic constants
If the van der Waals vibrational states show the behaviour typical of molecular vibrations, their energies relative to the zero point energy should be reproduced using the standard formula:
Here G(υ 1 , υ 2 , υ 3 ) is the vibrational energy for the state with υ 1 quanta in the short axis bend ν bl , υ 2 quanta in the long axis bend ν bs , and υ 3 quanta in the stretch ν s . Energies are measured relative to the ground state, ω i is the harmonic frequency of mode i and x ij are the anharmonic terms. It is reasonable to begin by assuming that deviations from this approach result from the resonance discussed above and that including it will account for the band energies observed. For the purposes of this discussion we introduce the notation (υ 1 , υ 2 , υ 3 ) to describe the vibrational levels associated with the van der Waals modes.
As already discussed, a strong Fermi resonance exists between the long axis bend overtone and stretch vibration leading to states of the form (υ bs , υ bl , υ s ) interacting with states (υ bs , υ bl + 2, υ s −1). For coupled harmonic oscillators, the coupling matrix element (cubic anharmonic coupling constant) for this interaction, V, varies with the vibrational quantum numbers:
where V 0 is the value of the coupling matrix element for the interaction between two quanta of the long axis bend and one quantum of the stretch, i.e., the interaction between (0,2,0) and (0,0,1). At higher quanta, the interaction can involve a multiplet of states. For example, at the stretch overtone there is a triad of states coupled: (0,0,2) couples with (0,2,1) which in turn couples with (0,4,0). The molecular states are calculated as the eigenvalues (energies) and eigenvectors (the coefficients for the zero-order states as linear combinations to form the molecular states) of the coupling matrix. Two issues with fitting the data are the large number of variables involved and the difficulty of assigning many of the weaker higher levels a priori. Consequently, we employed a sequential strategy by which we first assigned low lying levels and, based on the constants determined, predicted the next higher lying levels. This generally allowed those levels to be securely assigned and the constants refined before proceeding to the next set of levels. The fitting was performed by minimising the sum of the squares of the differences between the observed and calculated energies.
We began by fixing the anharmonic coupling constant, V 0 , to the value determined by analysing the Fermi resonance at the (0,0,1)-(0,2,0) level assuming no oscillator strength for the long axis bend overtone. Based on the intensity ratio for fluorescence to (0,2,0) versus (0,0,1) and their separation, we determine V 0 to be 3.7 cm −1 , which compares well with the value of 3.8 cm −1 determined previously from the 2D-LIF spectra.
11 Using the measured (0,1,0), (0,2,0), and (0,0,1) energies and V 0 = 3.7 cm −1 , initial values for ω 2 , x 22 , and ω 3 were determined.
With increasing energy, the next reasonably intense peak occurs at 65.1 cm −1 , just under twice the frequency of the short axis bend, and is assigned to (2,0,0), consistent with our earlier assignment. 11 While several levels are expected to occur in this region, ab initio calculations for the closely related S 1 ←S 0 absorption predict (2,0,0) to be the most intense, 10 supporting this assignment. ω 1 and x 11 are uniquely determined from the short axis bend fundamental and overtone frequencies.
The next set of features of reasonable intensity is the pair at 79.2 and 88.1 cm −1 . These bands are ∼42 cm −1 above the (0,2,0)/(0,0,1) Fermi resonance pair, suggesting that they are associated with the stretch overtone and its associated Fermi resonance interaction, which involves the triad (0,4,0), (0,2,1), and (0,0,2). This is confirmed by the dispersed fluorescence spectrum from the (0,0,1) level in S 1 , which also shows these two features (see Fig. 2 ). The ω 2 , x 22 , and ω 3 values determined at the stretch fundamental predict the perturbed levels to occur at 81.2 cm −1 and 91.0 cm −1 for (0,2,1) and (0,0,2), respectively, close to where they are observed. The calculations slightly overestimate the energies because they omit the diagonal anharmonic term for the stretch, x 33 , and the long axis bend -stretch cross anharmonicity, x 23 . Using the experimental values for the (0,1,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,1), (0,2,1), and (0,0,2) energy levels, the constants ω 2 , x 22 , and ω 3 were refined and values for x 33 and x 23 determined, with V 0 remaining fixed at 3. 13 . Thus the levels that we expect to be most accurately predicted are those associated with the next, i.e., second, stretch overtone region and the higher overtones of mode 1.
The second stretch overtone region involves a quartet of anharmonically coupled levels (0,6,0), (0,4,1), (0,2,2), and (0,0,3). The constants predict the two most intense peaks in this region to be at 118.8 cm , necessitating a small modification to the ω 1 and x 11 constants. It is not clear that (3,0,0) will be observed, since odd changes in this nontotally symmetric mode are forbidden. However, given that the symmetry forbidden transition to (1,0,0) is observed we consider whether a similar mechanism could impart weak intensity to (3,0,0). The magnitude of the third-order effect associated with the libration mechanism described by Maxton et al. 4 can be calculated and is ∼10 −8 . Clearly, if this mechanism is responsible for providing intensity to the transition to (3,0,0) it will be too weak to be observed. With the improved constants, (3,0,0) is predicted to occur at 94.6 cm −1 , while the closest observed bands are at 93.2 and 96.3 cm −1 . These are sufficiently far from the predicted value that neither could be assigned to (3,0,0), consistent with the transition being too weak to be observed.
At this point most of the bands observed have been assigned. There are two weak features, at 53.8 cm −1 and 74.0 cm −1 , occurring at sufficiently low energy and vibrational state density that they should be assignable. We consider the lower band first. Assigning the 53.8 cm −1 band turns out to be unexpectedly problematic. It can be assigned to either (1,1,0) or (0,3,0) which, on the basis of the constants determined to this point, are predicted to occur at 55.9 and 52.4 cm −1 , respectively. The former is expected to be too high because the cross anharmonicity x 12 has not been included. To begin we assigned the band to (0,3,0) and adjusted the parameters in a global fit to all of the assigned bands. This led to the quality of the fit deteriorating significantly. The 1.4 cm −1 difference between the calculated (0,3,0) band position and the observed band leads to ω 2 and x 22 being adjusted in the fit and, consequently, ω 3 , x 33 , and x 23 change as the fit tries to match the observed Fermi resonance band positions at the stretch fundamental and overtones. The substantial reduction in the quality of the fit leads us to conclude that the assignment of the 53.8 cm −1 band to (0,3,0) is incorrect. Consequently, it is assigned to (1,1,0 ). This gives a value for x 12 and requires no change in the other parameters.
In this context it is interesting to note that Bieske et al. observed a weak feature at 49.5 cm −1 in the corresponding S 1 ← S 0 REMPI spectrum. 14, 21 Believing that this feature may be the absorption analogue of the 53.8 cm −1 emission band, to confirm its identity, and hence our corresponding S 0 assignment, we tried to observe this band and measure dispersed fluorescence from it. Unfortunately, we were unable to locate the band using 2D-LIF, 11-13 although we did observe the s 1 0 absorption transition of the 13 C isotopomer 4.0 cm −1 to higher energy of the corresponding 12 C band. Given that Bieske et al. reported the band to have ∼5% of the intensity of the stretch feature, our observation of the 13 C isotopomer indicates that we had sufficient sensitivity. It appears that the weak feature observed by Bieske et al. is an artefact.
Turning now to the 74.0 cm −1 band, the only viable assignment using the constants so far determined is (1,0,1), although it is calculated to be some 5 cm −1 higher in energy. This level is in Fermi resonance with (1,2,0) and the pair of states must be included in the calculations. The only new parameter necessitated by the inclusion of this pair is x 13 ; the remaining constants can be fixed for the calculation. It emerged that, because of the zero-order position of the (1,2,0) state, the perturbed (1,0,1) level could not go as low as 74.0 cm −1 . Consequently, we reversed the ordering of the zero-order (1,2,0) and (1,0,1) levels, which assigned the 74.0 cm −1 level as the perturbed (1,2,0) state. The perturbed (1,0,1) level is calculated to be at 66.3 cm −1 and consequently it lies beneath the band at 65.1 cm −1 associated with the transition terminating in (2,0,0).
Spectral assignments based on the spectroscopic constants
At this point 12 of the 16 energy levels extracted from the fit to the spectrum have been assigned. The positions of these 12 energy levels are given in terms of 10 constants: the three harmonic frequencies (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ), the three diagonal anharmonicity constants (x 11 , x 22 , x 33 ), the three cross anharmonicity constants (x 12 , x 13 , x 23 ), and the cubic anharmonic coupling constant between the stretch and long axis bend (V 0 ). The constants are summarised in Table II and the calculated  and observed band positions are shown in Table I . The constants predict the observed band positions to better than the −1 that were extracted from the fit to the 0 0 emission spectrum and have yet to be assigned. These four levels contribute to a weak, broad feature between 92 and 102 cm −1 and represent the minimum set of bands required to fit this feature. Given how weak they are and their overlapped nature, one cannot be too trusting of the values extracted. Nevertheless, since the constants allow the positions of various overtones and combinations to be predicted, we have examined possible assignments for these bands. While the density of states increases rapidly, the constants predict the levels to "clump" in certain regions. Four bands, corresponding to the zero-order states (0,3,1), (1,1,1), (2,0,1), and (3,0,0), are predicted to occur between 91 and 95 cm −1 , with a gap to another four levels, corresponding to the zero-order states (0,4,1), (2,2,0), (1,2,1), and (2, 3, 0) , between 100 and 104 cm −1 . Given the number of states and lack of exact matches to the extracted energies, it is not possible to be definitive in assigning the bands observed.
The lack of precise matches suggests that the constants may require further refinement (this is particularly the case where they were based on a single band with low quanta, since the anharmonic corrections depend quadratically on the number of quanta) or may indicate the role of higher order anharmonic coupling coming into play as the state density rises and the separation between states becomes small.
In addition to predicting the band positions, the calculations predict the relative intensities within each Fermi polyad, assuming that only one of the zero order states carries oscillator strength. In the case of the resonances observed, the stretch and its overtones are expected to carry the oscillator strength within each polyad. For the various pairs observed, the observed and calculated intensity ratios are as follows: (0,0,1):(0,2,0) observed 0.63, calculated 0.90; (0,0,2):(0,2,1) observed 2.41, calculated 1.24; (0,0,3):(0,2,2) observed 1.61, calculated 1.11. Qualitatively, the trends calculated match those observed, although there are clear differences at the quantitative level. These differences suggest that the bend states also carry some oscillator strength, leading to enhancement or interference between the two for the various eigenstates. The change in relative intensities seen in emission from 0 0 and s 1 support this proposition. The transition to the perturbed (0,2,1) level is stronger than the transition to the perturbed (0,0,2) level in emission from 0 0 while the reverse is the case for emission from s 1 . This change would not occur if only the stretch and its overtones carried oscillator strength.
Comparison with ab initio calculations
The two most recent ab initio studies of S 0 FB-Ar have reported van der Waals vibrational levels up to 75 cm . While we do not observe all of the levels up to this energy, the constants we have determined allow them to be calculated. The states determined from our spectroscopically derived constants are compared with the ab initio determined levels in Table III . Several key observations emerge from this comparison. First, there is generally a good correlation between the ab initio calculated energies and those determined from our constants. The key exceptions to this are the high overtones of the long axis bend (although they are not assigned as such by Fajín et al., as discussed below), whose positions determined from the spectroscopic constants are increasingly below the ab initio calculated energy. This is to be expected since these levels are not observed and hence the constants are not fitted to them: the quadratic dependence of the changes in energy and coupling constant with vibrational quanta magnify small errors for these high quanta levels. The differences most likely indicate an inadequacy of both the harmonic oscillator-based quantum dependence of the coupling constant and the simple ω 2 , x 22 based approach used to calculate the zero-order energy. Second, small differences in energy in regions where there are several states lead to the ordering of the states being different using our constants compared with the ab initio calculations. Third, while the energies generally match well, the assignments of the levels can appear to be quite different at the higher energies. This is largely a consequence of the Fermi resonance. Due to the stretch-bend coupling, the zero-order states (i.e., the combinations and overtones of the simple bend and stretch modes) are substantially mixed and the molecular eigenstates can take on the character of several zero-order states. Differences in assignment largely stem from assigning a level to a different zero-order state within the same Fermi resonance. For example, state number 9 has been assigned by both us and Fajín et al. 8 as (1,0,1) while Makarewicz 9 assigns it to the other member of the Fermi resonance pair, (1,2,0). Our assignments are based on the initial zero-order character of the state (based on its position in the coupling matrix) and our calculated linear combination for state number 9 (see Table I ) reveals almost equal mixing between (1,0,1) and (1,2,0). Thus either assignment is reasonable but inadequate: assignment to a single zero-order state has little meaning given the significantly mixed character of the states.
All but one assignment (state number 11) is rationalised by recognising the mixed character of the states within a Table II ). The top group of states are the A levels while the bottom group are the A levels. Table I ). Fermi polyad and realising that any of the states within a polyad may have been used as the assignment for the calculated wavefunction. We have assigned state number 11 to the (1,2,0) level, which is Fermi paired with state number 9, (1,0,1), while Fajín et al. 8 have assigned it to (1,1,1) which is Fermi paired with (1,3,0) . We suggest that this is a misassignment on their part arising from the difficulty of inferring vibrational quanta from the atomic displacements associated with the calculated vibrational wavefunction. Our constants predict both of the mixed states associated with (1,3,0) and (1,1,1) to be at much higher energies: 79.1 and 92.5 cm −1 . Over the range of vibrational energies studied, the match between the observed and ab initio values is sufficiently good that there is no obvious area in which the calculations require improvement, although it is interesting to note that, with the exception of states with high quanta in the long axis bend, the calculations tend to marginally underestimate the observed vibrational energies. It will be interesting to see how the comparisons track when ab initio calculations are extended to higher energies.
The ab initio calculations have not reported emission intensities, however, S 1 ← S 0 absorption intensities have been reported 10 and these can be used to identify any anomalies. Comparing the intensities qualitatively suggests that the main issue concerns transitions terminating in A levels, i.e., those involving odd quanta in mode 1, the short axis bend. Odd quanta changes in this mode are forbidden if the complex is regarded as having C s point group symmetry. We have noted earlier that the intensity for these transitions involves a different mechanism 4, 18 to the case for states involving the long axis bend and stretch, which are both allowed in C s . There are several bands that we assign as terminating in A levels, which requires that they have more intensity than predicted by the calculations for absorption. This is consistent with our earlier observation when comparing the observed and calculated intensities in absorption. 11 An important issue for comparing ab initio calculations with experimental analysis is highlighted by the comparisons and discussion above. When the states are strongly mixed, the extraction of the coefficients for the wavefunction expressed as a linear combination of zero-order states is an important experimental aim. Energies alone provide an incomplete comparison. We suggest that when resonances are present, comparisons between the ab initio and experimental results would be enhanced if theoretical methods could be developed that describe the calculated wavefunctions in terms of linear combinations of spectroscopically appropriate zero-order states, since this is the type of information that is extracted from experimental analysis. It would allow a more detailed comparison between the calculations and experimental results, helping to identify areas where calculations could be improved.
B. The FB-Ar 2 (1|1) van der Waals vibrations
The discussion above has shown that there is a strong coupling between the stretch and long axis bend overtone in FB-Ar, consistent with the proposal by Bieske et al.
14 that such an interaction, caused by a cubic kinetic coupling mechanism, is ubiquitous in aromatic-rare gas complexes. This led us to explore the interaction in the trimer FB-Ar 2 (1|1) complex where it should also be manifest.
In our 2D-LIF study of FB-Ar 2 (1|1) we reported the observation of a feature at 35.0 cm −1 in S 0 , which we assigned to the symmetric stretch. 11 We have examined the dispersed fluorescence spectrum afresh at higher resolution, focussing on emission from the 0 0 level in the region of the van der Waals modes. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 . With higher resolution, the single feature reported previously is seen to be composed of two close-lying, overlapped bands. Fitting the observed contour reveals the two bands to be at −33.7 and −35.8 cm −1 . In addition to this dominant feature, there are a number of weak features evident.
To assign the trimer spectrum, we need to understand how the vibrations and coupling observed for the dimer translate into those of the trimer. There are few reports of the intermolecular vibrations of aromatic-Rg 2 (Rg = rare gas) (1|1) trimers. Bieske, Rainbird, and Knight observed the S 1 van der Waals modes of aniline-Ar 2 (Ref. 15) and, assuming that the second Ar occupies an equivalent position to the first, related the observed trimer frequencies to those of the aniline-Ar dimer. Subsequently, Maxton et al. reported intermolecular vibrations for a number of complexes in S 0 using Raman spectroscopy, including benzene-Ar 2 and fluorene-Ar 2 (Ref. 4). Like Bieske et al., they presented a framework for determining intermolecular vibrational frequencies for the trimer, although their considerations were restricted to the Raman active intermolecular bend modes involving libration of the aromatic. Phenol-Ar 2 provides a recent example where the S 1 vibrational structure of an aromatic-Rg 2 trimer has been observed. 22, 23 The formulae provided by Bieske et al. allow the six FBAr 2 (1|1) intermolecular vibrational frequencies to be calculated from the three FB-Ar intermolecular frequencies and various constants associated with the complex. 15 (The six FBAr 2 (1|1) intermolecular modes are the symmetric and asymmetric motions associated with the long axis bend, short axis bend, and the stretch -see Table IV .) The formulae for the trimer (1|1) frequencies in terms of the FB-Ar dimer frequencies are of the general form:
where the values for ν dimer , μ dimer , and μ trmer depend on the particular vibration. μ is the effective reduced mass. ν dimer and μ dimer are the same for a particular symmetric/anti-symmetric pair of trimer vibrations. The expressions for μ dimer and μ trimer are shown in Table IV . They depend on parameters that are readily extracted from existing experimental data. I x and I y are moments of inertia determined from the FB ground state rotational constants: I x is determined from A and I y from B (Ref. 24) . The value for the van der Waals bond length, R 0 , is that determined from the FB-Ar rotational constants extracted from the microwave spectrum. 25 With these values and the FB and Ar masses, we have determined a set of FB-Ar 2 (1|1) vibrational frequencies based on FB-Ar values of 22.3, 33.7, and 41.8 cm −1 for the long axis bend, short axis bend and stretch, respectively. The bend values are those observed, while the stretch value is that obtained by de-perturbing the Fermi resonance. Strictly, the harmonic frequencies should be used for this calculation, however for the purpose of this comparison we have simply used the fundamental frequencies. The calculated set of FB-Ar 2 (1|1) frequencies is shown in Table IV . denotes the mass of FB; R 0 is the distance from the FB plane to the Ar atom; I y is the moment of inertia for rotation of FB about the in-plane axis that lies perpendicular to the direction of the long axis vibration (We have labelled this short axis vibration direction the y-axis; the long axis direction is labelled x.); I x is the moment of inertia for rotation of FB about the in-plane axis that lies parallel to the direction of the long axis vibration.
Bieske et al. also provided expressions relating the cubic anharmonic coupling terms in the dimer and trimer species. 15 The formulae are of the general form: Table IV . These formulae allow the interactions between the various stretch and bend levels in the trimer to be deduced from those in the dimer and vice versa.
Based on these calculated frequencies and assigning the complex to the C 2v symmetry point group, there are four bands with the correct symmetry to be seen below 40 cm −1 .
These are bls is not expected to be a strong feature, the observation that it is approximately half as intense as ss 0 1 suggests that the two terminating states are in Fermi resonance. Interestingly, this resonance involves the stretch and short axis bending direction: coupling involving these motions was not observed in the dimer due to the high frequency of the bend, which made the energy separation between the stretch and short axis bend overtone very large (>20 cm −1 ). Analysis of the interaction in the trimer provides a means to predict the value for the dimer.
Before considering this, however, we examine the situation for the resonance that was observed for the dimer, involving the stretch and long axis bend motion. Given the observation of ss 0 1 at −35.8 cm −1 , the nearest level involving long axis bending that can couple to ν ss is 2ν bls , which is predicted to occur at −30.2 cm −1 . Using the V 0 value of 3.8 cm −1 determined for the v s − 2ν bl coupling in the dimer, Bieske, Rainbird, and Knight's formula (see above) predicts a coupling matrix element of 1.7 cm −1 for the ν ss − 2ν bls interaction. With this predicted coupling matrix element and energy separation, the bls Returning to the ν ss − 2ν bss interaction, a complete analysis of the resonance should include the three levels ν ss , 2ν bss , and 2ν bls since, while the ν ss − 2ν bls interaction does not lead to significant intensity changes, the energy shifts involved could potentially influence the near-resonant ν ss − 2ν bss interaction. To assess the effect, we have analysed it as both a two and three level system. Using the relative intensities and energy separations extracted from the fit to the spectrum, deconvoluting the interaction involving ν ss − 2ν bss as a simple two level system gives unperturbed energies of 2ν bss = 34. Using the formula of Bieske et al., 15 the coupling matrix element for the ν s − 2ν bs interaction in the dimer is calculated from the ν ss − 2ν bss trimer interaction to be 3.2 cm −1 . This is quite close to the value of 3.8 cm −1 determined for the ν s − 2ν bl interaction. The similarity in these values may be an indication of the kinetic coupling mechanism 27 as suggested by Bieske et al. 14 As noted above, there are several weak features that are just discernable in the spectrum. Given the observed dimer bands and predicted trimer frequencies, it is interesting to see whether there are tentative assignments for them. The normally symmetry forbidden A short axis bend fundamental was prominent in the dimer and its intensity was a close match to that expected based on the libration mechanism proposed by Maxton et al. This mechanism predicts that the asymmetric short axis bend fundamental will be seen in the trimer and there is evidence for a very weak feature at −43.8 cm −1 , which compares well with the predicted frequency of ν bsa of 44.5 cm −1 . The more clearly observed feature at −53.0 cm
matches the position where the asymmetric long axis bend overtone is expected (−55.4 cm −1 ). There is also evidence for a sequence of close-lying bands in the region around 68 cm −1 . These correspond to where one expects to see the symmetric stretch overtone and its associated Fermi interactions.
While the comparison with observed bands is limited, the formulae of Bieske et al. 15 appears to provide satisfactory estimates of the intermolecular vibrational frequencies in the (1|1) complex.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured dispersed fluorescence spectra from the 0 0 and s 1 levels of fluorobenzene-Ar. The 0 0 spectrum reveals S 0 van der Waals mode vibrational structure up to ∼130 cm −1 , encompassing some three orders of magnitude in intensity range. The spectrum was fitted to identify the spectral bands while accounting for grating ghosts, with sixteen bands extracted. Twelve of these were assigned based on a set of 10 constants that included the harmonic frequencies and anharmonic constants, and a strong Fermi resonance between the stretch and long axis bend overtone that becomes quite ubiquitous at high energies. The Fermi resonance leads to strong mixing among the zero-order states and this makes assignment in terms of the simple bend and stretch motions largely meaningless for these states. The constants provide an excellent match with the experimental energies but, while the calculated relative intensities within a Fermi polyad determined by assuming the stretch carries all of the oscillator strength qualitatively match those observed, there is not a quantitative match. This, along with differences between the relative intensities seen in emission from 0 0 and s 1 , suggests that the bend overtone and stretch/bend overtone combination levels also carry oscillator strength. Comparison between the energy levels we calculate from the spectroscopic constants and those calculated by ab initio methods generally reveals a good match. There is a trend for the spectroscopic constants to underestimate the energies of high overtones of the long axis bend. The assignments reported for these states differ amongst various authors but this is simply a consequence of different members of a Fermi polyad being identified. This illustrates that any attempt to label the states in terms of simple stretch/bend motions and their combinations and overtones is fraught. Nevertheless, this does highlight an issue for comparing ab initio calculations with experimental results in such circumstances. We ponder whether theoretical methods could be developed to better describe the calculated wavefunctions as linear combinations of simple bend and stretch overtones and combinations, which is the type of information that is extracted from experimental analysis.
The availability of these experimental data presents an opportunity to extend ab initio calculations to higher vibrational energies to provide an assessment of the accuracy of the calculated potential surface away from the minimum. Because of the difficulties in assigning spectral features to particular vibrational states due to both the increasing state density and the mixed character of states involved in the Fermi resonance, it would be useful for intensities to be included in such calculations.
The dispersed fluorescence spectrum from the 0 0 level of FB-Ar 2 (1|1) was also measured. The spectrum is dominated by two overlapped features, which we have assigned as a Fermi resonance-mixed pair involving the symmetric short axis bend overtone and the symmetric stretch. The observation of this interaction allowed us to extract a value for the stretch-short axis bend overtone interaction in the dimer. Interestingly, the cubic coupling matrix elements are quite similar for the interactions between the stretch and long and short axis bend overtones. This is consistent with the proposal by Bieske et al. 14 that such an interaction is caused by a cubic kinetic coupling mechanism and is ubiquitous in aromaticrare gas complexes. The vibrational frequencies predicted by the formula of Bieske et al. 15 enable a number of the weak features in the spectrum to be identified.
